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Original Project Goals
1. Creation of the board and 

pieces
2. Implement the rules of 

chess
3. Create a interface in 

order to play other 
players

4. Create a random player
5. Implement the minimax 

algorithm
6. Add alpha-beta pruning 



What Was Actually Created

1. Creating the pieces and 
the chess board

2. Implemented most rules 
of chess

3. Created a interface in 
order to play

4. Created 3 different 
players
a. Random
b. Material player
c. Location player



Representing The Board

● Originally used a 1D array of size 64

● This cause problems so I switched to a 2D array that was 8 x 8 

● Created a board object to hold the array

● Created square object to storing in the array



The Rules

● Take pieces of the other color

● Can’t move to or through square with your pieces on it

● The constraints that each piece type has when moving

● In order to get the legal moves of each piece 

○  Legal-move method for each type

○  Possible-moves method for each type

■ Created a list of all the moves



The Interface

● Very basic asks for the 

starting square and the 

ending square

● Each piece is represented 

with 2 letters

● Each Rank is numbered 

1-8

● Each File is labeled A-H



The Random Player

● Makes move without considering 

anything about the board

● Creates a list of all the possible 

moves a color can make then 

randomly selects one from the 

list 



Random Player Demo

The WR on H2 can only travel to 3 possible 

square
The BQ one C2 moves to 
B3 instead of capturing the 
king



The Material Player

● Give each piece type a value

● Gives a score to each possible move based on the how the other color is 

affected

● Selects the move that will lower the score of the other player the most



Material Player Demo

Only returns a single move, 
which is the best

WN at B4 takes BK at D5



Material Player Code



The Location Player

● Each piece type is given an array that represents value for all 64 squares on 

the board

● Adds the scores of all the squares that its pieces are on and then the square 

for each possible move

● Selects the move with the highest score



Location Player Demo

Returns the highest scoring move at 9



Results of Players Playing Each Other

Rankings of the 3 Players

1. Material Player

2. Location Player

3. Random Player

Each Player Played Each Other 1000 Times

Material Player vs Random:
- Material won: 510 time or 51%

Material Player vs Location:
- Material won: 528 times or 52.8%

Location Player vs Random:
- Location won: 547 times or 54.7%



Continuing The Project

1. Combine the material and location players into one and see how it competes

2. Implement a better interface to use when actually playing the chess

3. Create a minimax player

4. Add Alpha-beta pruning 


